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Customer: Autec Sud sri Via G.Verdi, snc - 03030 Villa Santa Lucia (FR) 

Project: PSA X-250 Gliwice Paint Shop 

Implementation period: 03-08.2023 
 

Scope of work: 
 

1) Performing electrical, assembly works related to the installation: 

a) Production line 

b) Cable trays 

c) Pulling wires for electrical devices 

d) Electrical equipment: motors, sensors, production lights 

2) Making electrical connections: motors, sensors, production lights 

3) Performing electrical measurements 

4) Performing electrical modifications in low-voltage switchboards 

5) Grounding of electrical devices 

6) Marking of electrical equipment 

7) Adapting the line to expectations Stellantis Gliwice 
 

Project description: 

The project involves executing crucial electrical and assembly tasks to install and optimize 

production lines at Stellantis Gliwice. This includes the installation of production line systems and 

cable trays, pulling wires for electrical devices, and integrating essential electrical equipment 

such as motors, sensors, and production lights. Additionally, tasks encompass making precise 

electrical connections, performing modifications in low-voltage switchboards, ensuring proper 

grounding of electrical devices, systematic marking of all pertinent electrical equipment, and 

adapting the production line to meet specific expectations outlined by Stellantis Gliwice. These 

tasks were conducted as integral electrical support services by Atempol and EDR System. The 

primary objective was to efficiently commission and streamline production operations in 

alignment with the stringent requirements of Stellantis Gliwice. The project emphasized achieving 

seamless integration and sustained reliability of electrical systems, prioritizing operational 

efficiency, and strict adherence to safety protocols and industry standards. 



Customer’s Opinion: 

The Autec Sud is highly satisfied with the professionalism and dedication demonstrated by the 
teams at Atempol and EDR System. These companies offered invaluable support during the 
project, and their expertise and experience were pivotal in overcoming the technical challenges 
associated with our new production paint shop at Stellantis Opel. 

Signature and position of the person issuing the reference: 
Antonio Mastroianni 

Technical & Operations Manager 
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